
Rule the stage in just 4 days… 
 

Speaking Giants LIVE! 
 

 
 Diamond Level Speaking Mastery  
September 23-26, St. Petersburg, FL 

 
 

How to Easily Become a World Class ‘Presentainer’  
And Take Your Audience On The Journey of A Lifetime… 

At Will…Wherever You Want, Whenever You Want 
 

Inspire…Energize…Motivate…Entertain…Sell 
 
 
Attention: CEOs, Gurus, Entrepreneurs, Leaders, Corporate Trainers, Consultants, 
Educators, Public Speakers, Thought Leaders, and Executives who want to double, 
even triple their business and authority in the next 12 months…simply by delivering a 
jaw-dropping, take-no-prisoners stage presentation.  
 
 
WARNING: If you’re a beginner, this is not for you. This exclusive invitation-only 
intensive program is designed especially for serious professionals and 
entrepreneurs looking to UP their speaking and stage game, sales, and conversions.    
 
 
 
As an experienced speaker and presenter, you’re feeling a ‘shift’ taking place… 
  
You’re not as effective as you once were. 
 
You hit a plateau. You’re frustrated, maybe even bored with your talks.  
 
Your sales have flat-lined. Perhaps you’ve lost your edge.  
 
Your audiences aren’t as engaged. They’re getting tougher.  
 
They aren’t inspired or moved by your message the way they used to be.  
 
You can see them getting restless in their seats.  
 



Has this happened to you?  
 
 

Are You Feeling The ‘Stage Pinch?’ 
 

 
As audiences become more demanding and discerning… 
 
As attention spans die faster than a New Years’ resolution… 
 
Every moment you spend on stage has to count.  
 
No exceptions.  
 
Because every single person in your audience values their time spent watching and 
listening to you, to what you have to say… 
 
And they expect you to deliver.    
 
You’d love to create a buying frenzy ‘table rush’ to the back of the room at the mere 
mention of your offer.  
 
You want your audience to hang on your every word, your every move, your every 
pause.  
 
You want to inspire and motivate. You want to ‘touch’ them, on a deep emotional level.  
 
You want them to feel. Really FEEL. 
 
You want to evoke, to provoke. You want to be remembered. You want to matter.  
 
You want to be quoted.  You want to make a difference.  
 
You want to stand out.  
 
You want to feel like a lion onstage…confident, fearless, commanding attention, 
embraced by the crowd.  
 
You want to be a master storyteller. 
 
You want to take your audience on a magical journey… 
 
Make them forget that they’re sitting in a conference room…and transport them to a 
place they’ll always remember. 
 



Because you know that what you have to say, what you have to teach, what you have to 
share, what you have to offer… 
 
Will transform each individual in your audience who hears your compelling, captivating 
message… 
  
Leave a lasting impression…  
 
And have a massive impact on their lives.  
 

So… 
 
Are you ready to… 
 

 Create a Kick-A, world class stage presentation in just 4 days? 
 

 Deliver an experience the crowd will never forget? 
 

 Easily double, even triple your sales from the platform?  
 
 
 

 
From the Desk of Dave VanHoose 
Tuesday, 10:43a 
 
Dear Speaker,  
 
Speaking from the stage is my life.  I’ve been doing it for over 16 years 
full time.  
 

 
Selling, educating, training, entertaining, inspiring, and motivating audiences around the 
globe.  
 
I’ve presented to groups large and small, from board rooms to conference rooms to 
ballrooms to arenas that seat 60,000+.  
  
Over the years, I’ve delivered over 3000 presentations on topics ranging from sales, 
persuasion, negotiating, real estate, foreclosures, auctions, business building, personal 
development, NLP, hypnosis, webinar creation, and a host of others. 
 
I’ve sold over $30 million in products and services from the stage in various niches.  
 
And none of this would have been possible without the training I acquired in…  
 



 NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming)  

 Hypnosis 

 Persuasion  

 Entertainment 

 Sales 

 
I don’t mention all this to impress or brag, but rather to illustrate a point.  
 
The speakers market is changing. And it’s changing FAST.  
 
I see it wherever I go. Seminars, events, workshops, trade shows, keynotes, 
symposiums.  
 
I see it in the eyes of speakers who are struggling with their ‘canned’ talks, stale sales 
pitches, and awkward attempts at humor.  
 
Slumping sales, lower conversions, lackluster attendance, the inability to hold an 
audience’s attention for more than 5 minutes… 
 
They’re all tell-tale signs of a widespread, obvious, and blatant epidemic running 
rampant throughout the speaker world.  
 
As an audience member, you’ve experienced it yourself.  
 
You’re watching a presenter onstage. He’s floundering. You don’t trust the messenger 
or his message.  
 
You can’t wait to high-tail it out the door…and he’s only been up there for 5 minutes!  
 
 

How Will You Stand Out?  
 

Audience engagement is WAY down…in large part due to the explosion of video, the 
impatient and unfulfilled, ‘got have it have NOW’ mentality, and rampant skepticism and 
cynicism. 
 
Your audiences are starving for someone to give them what they want, what they crave. 
 
And they’re hungry for someone they can TRUST!  
 
Yet one thing remains constant…and will ALWAYS remain constant… 
 
The need for dynamic, engaging, trustworthy, inspiring, and unique talent that stands 
head and shoulders above all the rest… 



 
With a message to match. 
 
Audiences want to experience a speaker who COMMANDS ATTENTION … 
 
Captivates the imagination… 
 
And keeps that audience transfixed from start to finish. 
 
Someone who can seamlessly SELL their offer, product, service, or message… 
 
Without feeling like they’ve been sold to.  
 
They’re HOPING that next speaker to make their way to the platform or podium is YOU! 
 
The problem is, over 97% of public speakers, presenters, educators, and salespersons 
are getting left behind and dying a slow death because they can’t read the signs.  
 
They don’t know how to adjust to this drastically shifting market, audience tolerance, 
or attention spans.  
 
They don’t know how to ADAPT.  
 
And therein lies challenge.  
 
I’m sure you can relate.  
 
But where do you go from here? 
 
 

Captivate. Motivate. Fascinate. 
Grab Their Attention…And Keep It 

  
 
There are very few speaker ‘rock stars’ who truly stand out and make an impact in their 
industry.  
 
That’s why I created “Speaking Giants LIVE!”  
 
See, the old tricks and gimmicks just don’t work anymore. Audiences are smarter, more 
sophisticated.  
 
With all the glaring challenges and issues in today’s cluttered, competitive, over-bloated 
and under-served speaking market… 
 



There’s a gap to fill. And it’s just waiting for you…with open arms… to step in and fill. 
 
And the timing for this opportunity couldn’t be better.  
 
Speaking Giants LIVE! is four life-changing days where you get to immerse yourself in 
High Level speaker training.  
 
The principles, content, and hands-on training prepares you for ANY speaking 
situation…arenas, halls, conference rooms, small groups, even one on one.   
 
You’ll acquire a newfound sense of what it truly means to ‘own the room’ ...and call the 
stage your HOME. 
 
Speaking Giants LIVE! is totally participatory and experiential. There’s no sitting 
around listening to talking heads. 
 
You’re on your feet, working and sharing with your fellow speakers… 
 
Honing, shaping, critiquing, presenting… 
 
And absorbing and incorporating all the cutting edge, ‘what’s working now’ performance 
techniques and proven speech writing strategies.  
 
When you join me and my esteemed team of expert trainers, you’ll discover how to… 
 

 Eliminate doubt, fear, and the jitters  

 Own the stage with confidence 

 Hone and perfect your speech 

 Hone and perfect your pitch (if you’re selling) 

 Use NLP to grab your audience’s attention…and keep them captivated 

 Persuade without persuading 

 Sell without selling 

 Pepper your talk with genuine, relaxed humor 

 Take your audience on a journey…a journey they don’t want to end 

 Walk, move, and use your body for maximum effect 

 Key into body language to ‘read’ your audience 

 Use hypnosis to put yourself in ‘the zone’ for the perfect speech 

 Use hypnosis to put your audience in an ideal state for listening 

 Excite and inspire…by being YOU 

 Weave moving and memorable stories into your presentation  

 Effortlessly engage and entertain in an organic, natural way 

 Be the perfect “Presentainer” 

 



 

A New Way of Speaking 
 

 
Talking heads are out. Speaking with an agenda is out. Schmaltzy sales techniques and 
gimmicky pitches are out.  
 
The key to truly capturing your audience’s attention and getting your message to stick is 
to become a great “Presentainer.”  
 
It’s the mark of every great speaker, no matter who they are.  
 
Tony Robbins. Marianne Williamson. Joel Osteen. President Obama. Oprah.  
Seth Godin. Simon Sinek. Marshall Sylver. Lisa Nichols, Brendon Burchard, Brian 
Tracy, Wayne Dyer, Les Brown.  
 
You have to ask yourself… 
 

 Why are they so darn good at what they do?   

 Why do they stand out?  

 Why are they so memorable?  

 Why do they have such a raving fanbase? 

 What compels you to want to see them again and again? 

 
It’s because each of these “presentainers’ have mastered The Art of AUDIENCE 
CONNECTION. 
 
They connect with just about everyone in the room on a deeper level.  
 
You’re not just watching and observing them… 
 
You’re participating in AN EXPERIENCE. 
 
 

The Art of Audience Connection 
 
 
Bottom line, to capture and hold audience attention, to set yourself apart from the 
masses, you must become a Presentainer.  
 
You are a Presenter AND an Entertainer. 
 



Now, when I say entertainer, I’m not talking circus act or standup comedian.   
 
I’m referring to your ability to engage your audience with…  
 

 Variety and spice  

 Highs and lows  

 Stories and anecdotes  

 Humor and flair  

 Movement and stillness  

 Pitch and tone  

 
Incorporating all of these elements into your talk is what helps you to create that critical 
audience connection.  
 
How do you connect with your audience?  
 
Through FEELINGS and EMOTIONS. That’s what it takes to move an audience… 
 
Not the facts, data, statistics, fancy powerpoint slides, graphics, nor the flash.  
 
By stirring and igniting  feelings of empathy, compassion, desire, craving, laughter, 
giddiness, inspiration, motivation, anger, injustice, power, lust, peace, sadness, love… 
 
You can take an audience on the ride of their life, wherever you want. 
 
And that’s EXACTLY what you’re going to learn when you attend Speaking Giants LIVE! 
 
No matter what field or niche you’re in, no matter what the topic or your talk, no matter 
what group or audience you present to… 
 
The techniques, strategies, tools, and exercises you get at Speaking Giants LIVE! are 
designed to work in ANY industry.  
 
Want proof?  
 

 
“For 18 years I’ve been speaking on stages. No my game is at a whole new 
level.”  
    Carla Ferrer, Coach Carla 
 

 
“Before I was closing under 20%...Now I close as much as 50%!” 

 
    Doug Bench, Brain Apples 



“I highly recommend that you do business with Speaking Empire.” 
 
    Kevin Harrington, AsSeenOnTv.com 

 
  
“No one in the world, including myself, can teach you more about how to be 
a speaker.” 
 
    Robert Allen, NY Times Best Selling Author 

 
 

“Most incredible, transformational experience of my entire business.”  
 
    Kristen White, The Ripple Effect 
 

 
 
“After working with Speaking Empire, my closing ratios went up by 25%!” 
 
    Kelly O’Neill, Marketing to Millionaires 
 

 
 

“Last speaker on 2nd day and I sold $35,000 to 130 people in the room  
in 50 minutes.”  
 
    Matt Morris, The Unemployed Millionaire 

 
 

“They are a machine. When you come down here, you will not be 
disappointed.”  
 
    Bill Gough, BGI Marketing Systems 

 
 
“I asked the best of the best, ‘who should I go to to develop a new 
presentation for our company?’ It was unanimous: Speaking Empire.” 
 
    Matthew Elmer, The Real Alliance 

 
 

“35% closing from the stage. I could not have done it without Speaking 
Empire.” 
 
    Jeremy Roberts, Roberts Credit Group 



“75 products at $997 to 200 people. The RE club owner told me it’s been 
years since they sold tht much in the morning session.”  
 
    Alan Schur, Real Estate Coach 

 
 
“Not only did I have an amazing presentation, but I was on a stage in 3 days. 
they even helped me get on one of the biggest stages in the world!”  
 
    Mindy Sylvester, MindySylvester.com 

 
 
 
So…Are you next?  
 
 

4 Days of White-Glove  
Hands-On Speaker Mastery Training 

 
 
Yes, this is white glove attention. The training you get is specifically tailored to YOUR 
strengths, your unique abilities, your core qualities, your radiant personality.  
 
Our goal is to bring out the best of YOU and who you already are… 
 
So that you shine like a brilliant beacon on stage. 
 

 
Your Speaking Giants Mentors 

 
 
Learn from the best.  
 
Your mentors bring to the table a combined 97 years of experience, over 5300 stage 
presentations and multiple millions in sales.   

 
 
 
 



Dave Van Hoose 
 

As Speaking Empire’s master platform trainer, Dave has trained 
countless numbers of the seminar industry’s top speakers and 
closers. He has personally delivered over 3000 presentations, 
producing up to 100 seminar events a month, and generated over 
$30 Million in revenue.  
 
Dave holds multiple degrees and certifications in NLP, Hypnosis, 
NEEP, and sports medicine. Awards include Speaker Trainer of 
the Year, America’s Trainer, and Platform Closer of the Year.  

 
 

Dustin Matthews 
 
Dustin is one of the most highly sought after launch and funnel 
experts in the business. He has personally orchestrated eleven 
$1 million dollar plus product launches. His ability to craft winning 
platform and webinar sales pitches is unequaled in the speaking 
and internet marketing spaces.  
 
Dustin has a gift for generating marketing frenzies, as he did with 
Foreclosures Daily. He managed over 200 live events a month, 
capturing a cool $14 million in sales.   
 
 

 
Robert Vitelli 

  
The author of five #1 Best Selling books on human potential, 
leadership, and success, Robert is one of the country’s most 
sought after speakers and business strategists. His gift for moving 
audiences to ‘buy it now’ is both awe-inspiring and legendary.  
 
As one of the highest paid ‘Success Advisors’ in the world, Robert 
has shattered 7 different company sales records in 4 different 
industries. Robert is a platinum marketing strategist and 
‘Breakthrough Master,’  wooed by such luminaries as Tony 
Robbins, Brian Tracy, Jim Rohn, and Les Brown…to name a few.   



Doug Ottersberg 
 

 
A true expert when it comes to personal development, Doug is a 
Board Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist, a master NLP 
practitioner, and Business Success Coach.  
 
Doug has helped hundreds of entrepreneurs and business 
leaders transform their lives by enabling them to perform to their 
peak potential. He shows them how to work smarter AND enjoy a 
richly rewarding personal life.  
 
Doug will show you the power of hypnosis during your training, 
and how you can conquer fear, master stage confidence, 
increase focus, and skyrocket your performance.  

 
 
 
 
Now, with all this brain power, experience, and track record of success guiding you on 
your way to RULE the stage, you’re assured of leaving St. Pete with a stage-ready 
KICK-A** presentation.  
 
Here’s how it’s gonna go down over the course of your time with us. 
 
 

Day 1 
 

Session One: Understanding the Brain 
 
This is where it all starts.  
 
It’s the foundation of your training. And it’s critical to your understanding of effective 
communication and presentation.  
 
You’ll get a comprehensive understanding of human behavior, what drives us, and why 
men and women do what they do.  
 



You’ll get to know exactly what attracts and repels, what we respond and react to, how 
we process information and emotion, and what specific brain centers to ‘talk to’ when 
you’re presenting.  
 
You’ll discover how to… 
 

 Recognize what your audience REALLY wants…so you can give it to them 

 Use specific words, language, and images…to get your message to stick 

 Identify patterns and triggers the brain feeds on…and use them to your benefit  

 Target specific brain centers…to elicit your desired effect 

 Differentiate between higher and lower learning centers…keys to audience 
response 

 
 
Session Two: NLP Patterns  
 
As humans, we’re all hard-wired pretty much the same way.  
 
Which is why we all respond and react to specific neurological, physical, verbal and 
emotional signals, patterns, and triggers.   
 
Great speakers know this. And great speakers and presenters utilize NLP to achieve 
their desired goal from the stage.  
 
NLP is key when it comes to highly effective verbal and non-verbal communication 
and performance.  So it’s not just your words, inflection, and tone that guide your 
audience when you speak, but also the way you move…your eyes, hands, legs, head, 
and body.  
 
You’ll also be introduced to one of the most powerful tools you can use to remove 
blocks, fears, and contstricting behavior that stop you from being your best.  
 
It’s called… 
 
NEEP…Neuro Emotional Empowerment Practice 
 
Using NLP and NEEP, you’ll be fearless in your personal and public life.  
 
You’ll be shown how to affect a desired outcome from your audience using these life-
changing techniques. Once you know them, once you use them, you’ll wonder how you 
ever got by without them.  
 
Without a doubt, you’ll experience for yourself the massive difference NLP and NEEP 
make in your presentation.  



 
What’s more, you’ll walk away from the training certified in NLP and NEEP. 
 
You’ll know exactly how to… 
 

 Move an audience without saying a word 

 Beautifully sync your words with your physical movements 

 Create a magnetic bond with your audience…that never lets go 

 Use ‘non resistance communication’ to put your audience at ease 

 Use key language and body language to captivate, engage, and enthrall 

 
 
Session Three: The Power of Hypnosis 
 
Ever wonder how great speakers command and ‘own’ the stage with confidence, clarity, 
and a sense of calm?  
 
Not only is hypnosis a terrific form of therapy, it’s an easy-to-use and brilliant tool for 
putting yourself in an ‘ideal state’ to deliver your message.  
 
You won’t just learn about hypnosis…you’ll actually use and experience it.  
 
You’ll master what’s called, “conversational hypnosis”… 
 
A technique so simple to learn and easy to use, it’ll become a part of your everyday 
communication repertoire.  
 
You’ll also undergo hypnosis yourself. 
 
AND… you’ll practice hypnotizing your fellow participants.  
 
Plus, know precisely how to use it to take your audience exactly where you want to.  
 
Hypnosis is not about ‘forcing’ someone to do something against their will. Hypnosis is 
about the power of suggestion…not mind control. (If you don’t want or allow yourself to 
be hypnotized, you won’t be.) 
 
Hypnosis will give you the confidence and calm you can turn to before every 
performance…to get you centered, clear, and focused.  
 
Bonus: You’ll walk away from this training certified in hypnosis! 
 
You’ll discover… 
 



 The subtle yet volcanic power of hypnosis 

 How to get calm and centered…instantly 

 Techniques that give you a winner’s edge in your presentation 

 What it means to truly ‘trust’ you instincts 

 A bottomless well of confidence you never knew you had 

 
 

Day 2 
 

Session Four: How to Generate Massive Sales and Conversions 
 

The achilles heel for most stage speakers is sales. Hands down.  
 
Know this: when you’re onstage, you’re ALWAYS selling. 
 
You’re selling your product or service, your ideas, a proposition, a point of view, a deal, 
a cause. 
 
So when it comes to selling onstage, you MUST prepare your audience--throughout 
your entire presentation--of what’s to come. 
 
To do this effectively, you must ‘seed’ your audience. 
 
And when it comes to seeding, NLP and hypnosis are your new best friends.  
 
The tools and techniques you learned on Day 1 are crucial in taking your audience 
where you want to in the sales process.  
 
You’ll learn the perfect placement of these ‘seeds’ in your presentation: 
 
Open Loops…Hooks…Anchors…Questions…Affirmations…Trial Closes…Future 
Pacing…and More. 
 
You’ll marry your words with your physical stage movements to create an organic, 
mesmerizing, compelling, and persuasive ‘sales’ performance. 
 
This holds true no matter what you do or who you are. 
 
You’ll discover how to… 
 

 Elicit a ‘YES’ response…whenever you choose 



 Create anticipation and desire using these 3 simple triggers 

 Use the stage for optimal effect 

 Ask questions that evoke and provoke…and keep the crowd transfixed 

 Know that they’ve already bought your product…without having pitched 

 
 
Session Five: The Offer and The Pitch  
 
If you’re a speaker who sells from the stage or offers a service you want your audience 
to take advantage of, this session is critical to your success.  
 
Getting to the point in your talk where you have to make the transition from educating, 
informing, and enlightening to making your offer can be daunting and difficult.  
 
For most, it’s an awkward shift. And to be honest, most speakers fail miserably when it 
comes to selling a product, service, proposal, agenda, idea, or call to action. 
 
To be brutally honest, only a small fraction of speakers and presenters know how to sell 
and pitch EFFECTIVELY.  
 
You’ve witnessed it yourself. As an audience member, you can sense when the pitch is 
coming. It makes you uncomfortable. You start wriggling in your seat. “Please get me 
out here” echoes in your head. 
 
As a CEO delivering a pitch to your Board of Directors, you’ve felt the prickle on the 
back of your neck when you face blank stares in response to your proposal. 
 
So… 
 
What does ‘effective’ selling mean?  
 
It means SELLING WITHOUT SELLING.  
 
If you’ve crafted and presented your talk properly, using all the tools, strategies, and 
training we’ve given you, there’s no need to sell. No need to convince your audience of 
ANYTHING.  
 
Because the audience is WAITING and CRAVING what you have to offer.  
 
They know by the time you get to your pitch…even much sooner… 
 
That YOU are the answer to their problem, their challenge, their pain.  
 
You have the solution… 



 
You KNOW that what you have to offer WILL transform their life… 
 
And they’re begging for you to give it to them.  
 
You’ll discover exactly how to… 
 

 Craft the perfect irresistible offer…using these 5 simple steps 

 Transition from the body of your talk to your pitch…effortlessly and seamlessly 

 Build tremendous value...so that price becomes a NON ISSUE 

 Transform skeptics and cynics into buyers…and they’ll thank you for it  

 Create a ‘table rush’ to the back of the room…so audiences can’t wait to buy 
from you   

 
 
 
Session Six: Persuasive Body Language 
 
A powerful presentation begins the moment you take your fist steps toward the stage.  
 
But very few speakers consider these important components… 
 

 What do you do with your hands?  

 What’s the best way to move?  

 When’s the best time to walk…and be still?  

 How do you use the stage for maximum effect?  

 Do you look the audience in the eye?  

 What’s the best way to move your head?  

 What gestures have the greatest impact?  

 
You’ll dive deep into each one of these trouble spots.  
 
As an audience member, how many times have you felt uncomfortable for a speaker 
because she looked so awkward up there, uncomfortable in their own skin, not knowing 
how to move or what to do with her hands?  
 
Never again will you hesitate or squirm onstage, wondering how to move or where 
to put your hands.  
 
You’ll focus on how to… 
 

 Be comfortable onstage and in your body 

 Use your hands to add dimension, punch, and emphasis to your presentation 



 Move your body gracefully, naturally…so there’s no distraction 

 “See” the crowd and where to focus your attention 

 Open up…to have FUN and feel FREEs 

 
 
Session Seven: Architecting Your Talk  
 
Time to create your masterpiece. 
 
Every one of your trainers will be on hand to guide you in crafting your message, your 
movements, and your physical stage presence. This is where you start to put it all 
together.  
 
Your content…your story…persuasion…NLP…hypnosis…body language…the 
open…the middle…the close.  
 
What’s more, you’ll recognize all the bad habits you’ve acquired through the 
years…so you can vanquish them once and for all.  
 
You’ll discover how to… 
 

 Sculpt the perfect presentation…tailored to your personality and your strengths 

 Set the pace and tone…to capture and hold attention 

 Weave your story into your talk…and have them hanging on every word 

 Focus on the ‘One Big Idea’ you want to convey…so that your audience ‘gets it’ 

 Start…Build…Maintain Momentum…Pitch…and Close with a BANG 

 
 

Day 3 
 

 
Session Eight: No Fear 
 

 Do you get nervous before or during your talk?  

 Does the silence unsettle you?  

 Do you get ‘thrown’ easily by distractions?  

 Can you handle disruptions with grace and ease? 

 When things don’t go as planned, can you think quickly on your feet?  

 Are you terrified when the speaker on stage before you ‘crushes?’  

 How do you deal with a room full of stares and ‘poker faces’?  



 What do you do if there’s a technical issue?  

 Are you equipped to handle emergencies?  

 What’s your strategy when facing a tough crowd?  

 What do you do if you suddenly ‘go blank?’ 

 Are you present and ‘in tune’ with the mood of room?  

 
You’re about to get the answers and solutions to all these common…and 
uncommon…speaker situations.  
 
Because at some point in your career, if you do this long enough, you’ll encounter ALL 
of them. Be prepared NOW so you can easily and smoothly win the crowd…no matter 
what you’re faced with.  
 
Here’s what you get… 
 

 The stage confidence to carry you through ANY situation 

 How to handle any ‘weirdness’ that arises while speaking 

 How to instantly squash your stage jitters 

 How to use fear to your advantage 

 Using humor to diffuse tension and nerves 

 
 
Session Nine: Becoming a Presentainer 
 
If you’re gonna be a speaker, it’s gotta be fun. You have to love what you do.  
 
And the most effective way to convey a message from the stage…and have it stick…is 
to toss in a dose of entertainment.  
 
Being entertaining IS NOT about telling jokes, or being wild and crazy, or performing 
some superhuman feat, or balancing spinning plates on your chin.   
 

 It’s a way to capture and hold attention. 

 It’s a way to engage.  

 It’s a way to CONNECT. 

 
We’re going to bring out a part of you that you never knew was hidden inside you. In 
fact, it’s inside all of us. You just have to know how and where to look for it.   
 
And once we help you find it, you’ll shape it and incorporate it into your talk.  
 
Sound nerve-racking? No worries. I’ve got you covered.  



 
I’ll demonstrate the power of entertainment with a full blown, rock ‘em sock ‘em 
Hypnosis Show.  
 
You’ll be the willing subjects of hypnosis, where the operative words are “FUN” and  
“LETTING GO” 
 
Then guess what? It’ll be YOUR turn to hypnotize the group. 
 
You’ll discover how to… 
 

 Empower yourself by being a ‘presentainer’ 

 Bring a whole new seductive dimension to public speaking  

 Eliminate any self-consciousness 

 Easily build your confidence by infusing fun and levity into your presentation 

 Be totally fearless using this one simple tool 

 
 
 

Day 4 
 
 
Session 10: The Magic of Speaking 
 
This is your turn to sit back and be entertained.  
 
A first rate magician will wow you with illusion, perception, and his performance.  
 
We’ll then analyze the show so you get a thorough understanding of the power of 
entertainment and engagement.  
 
The lessons and principles you learn and the strategies that play out in a magic show 
can be easily transferred and adapted into your own presentation.  
 
As humans, we have a tendency to separate a ‘serious talk’ or a ‘sales pitch’ from an 
entertaining performance. When in reality, they’re two sides of the same coin.  
 
You’ll be blown away not only by what you see, but by amazing secrets and nuances 
you can utilize in your own speeches and presentations.  
 
You’ll discover… 
 

 How a great performance is structured…to duplicate in your own presentation 



 The power of story…and how to move an audience 

 Masterful ways to use the stage…to keep all eyes on YOU 

 Vocal variety and tonality…for maximum impact 

 How to ‘shift’ the energy in the room…at will 

 
 
 
Session 11: Speaking Giants -The Art of Connection 
 
This is your day…when everything you’ve learned, absorbed, and incorporated comes 
together in a brand new presentation. 
 
This is where you finally tap that ‘secret ingredient’ that allows your message to ring like 
a clear bell in the minds and hearts of your audience… 
 
Your Connection.  
 
And when you connect…I mean REALLY connect… 
 
They know you. They adore you. They trust you.  
 
They can’t get enough of you.  
 
They WANT you to lead them to greener pastures, to crystal clear waters, to brighter 
horizons.  
 
They’re eager and hungry for you to tell them what to do next.  
 
Take an action. Buy your product. Make a difference.  
 
And you can take them anywhere you want.  
 
This is where you get to shine.  
 
So get ready to rock the stage as a bona fide “Presentainer.”  
 
You’ll deliver your new talk to your fellow speakers and trainers. You’ll get their 
undivided eyes, ears, and attention. 
 
You’ll get their feedback to help you fine tune your presentation… 
 
So that by the time you leave the event, you’ll be on your way to share your new 
message from the stage in a way you never dreamed possible. 
 



Discover how to… 
 

 Truly connect with your audience…and take them on an unforgettable journey 

 Find your core center and truth…and deliver the speech of a lifetime 

 Approach your speaking in a whole new way…to get the results you crave 

 Own the stage…and be in the moment 

 Put it all together…in a seamless, inspiring, ‘roof-raising’ presentation 

 

 

The Presentation of a Lifetime 
 
 
What you get over the course of 4 days of Speaking Mastery training is unprecedented.   
 
But it doesn’t end here.  
 
In addition to all the hands-on Speaking Giants Diamond Level Training sessions, 
you’ll also get… 
 

 Video recordings of all 11 sessions…to study and review at your leisure 

 NLP Speakers Blueprint…to make certain you’re hitting all the touch-points 

 Elevator “Sales Pitch”…to use one-on-one, at events, and networking functions 

 Perfectly crafted “Irresistible Offer”…that grabs your audience and doesn’t let go 

 ‘Objections’ Cheat Sheet…your quickest path to a customer “YES” 

 ‘Trial Close’ Manifesto…pre-sell your audience before you pitch 

 NLP Certification…you get it in days, not months 

 Hypnosis Certification…for unmatched credibility 

 Simple Sales System Blueprint…priceless 

 Proprietary persuasion and influence techniques…for any situation or negotiation 

 Strategies and Tools you can use to speak to ANY size group 

 And SO much more! 

 

Once you go through the training, you’ll have the unique privilege and ability to… 
 

 Command higher prices 



 Charge more per gig 

 10x your influence 

 Sell more product   

 Attract premium speaking engagements  

 Become a MAJOR influencer in your market 

 Be the ‘go-to’ speaker in your niche 

 Pick and choose when and where you want to speak 

 Magnetize ‘crème de la crème’ clients 

 Make more money 

 
 

Time To Shine 
 

Without a doubt, Speaking Giants is a life-changing event. You’ll walk away from the 
event with everything you need to get the stellar results you’re looking for.  
 
Just imagine standing in the wings backstage at a conference. You’re ready to face the 
crowd.  
 
Five hundred people are seated in the audience. They can’t wait to not only see and 
hear you, but EXPERIENCE you. The crowd already knows who you are because you 
have a rock star reputation that precedes you.  
 
The emcee begins your introduction and a hush falls over the room. You can hear a pin 
drop. At the sound of your name, the audience erupts. You glide onstage, confident, 
calm, and energized.  
 
All eyes are glued on you. “Thank you,” you say. And with those two simple words, and 
the feeling you sense from all 1000 eyes, you know they’re hooked. You can feel it. 
They know you…like you…trust you. 
  
Throughout your entire presentation, you feel the room, the audience. Because you’re 
100% present. You take them places they’ve never been before.  You transport them 
with your words, your body, your movements. The way you use your hands, the way 
you stand, walk, gesture. It all comes together.  It’s as natural as breathing.  
 
You ask them questions and they nod “Yes” in response. You have them smiling, 
thinking, laughing, feeling.  
 
Like a lion, you own the room. It’s yours.  
 



You effortlessly move into your pitch, without a hint of doubt or a twinge of hesitation or 
a thought of “I hope this works.” None of that exists.  
 
And as you make your offer and close your pitch, audience members get up from their 
seats and eagerly move in droves to the back of the room where your sales team takes 
their orders.  
 
You continue to focus on the folks still seated, because they still want to hear and 
experience all you have to share… your knowledge, your wisdom, your heart.   
 
The next sound you hear is applause. The next thing you see is their smiling, 
appreciative, and satisfied faces.  
 
You moved them. You made an impact. You’ve made a REAL difference.  
 
As the emcee returns to the stage and offers you another round of well-deserved 
recognition, you make your way down the stairs at the side of the stage where you’re 
swamped by a hungry crowd who wants more.  
 
 

By Invitation Only 
 

Speaking Giants LIVE! is an exclusive opportunity for you to massively up your 
speaking game.  
 
This custom-designed training program is tailor made for you… 
 
The CEO, entrepreneur, leader, speaker, educator, guru, trainer, and high-level 
performer… 
 
Who already speaks from the stage and is looking to double and triple results and 
impact.    
 
You get to spend 4 full days with some of the country’s top speaking trainers, 
marketers, and salespersons.  And they all have the stage experience, track record, and 
the bank account to prove it.  
 

 
 

Speaking Giants LIVE! 
 

Sept 23-26  St. Petersburg, FL 



 
 
 
There are only 20 spots available for this one-of-a-kind program. I’ve capped it at this 
number because I want to make dead certain you get the personal attention you 
need. Any more than 20 would be totally unfair to you and the rest of the participants.  
 
To be completely transparent, I already shared this opportunity with a few of my closest 
inner circle colleagues to get their responses.  
 
Six of them immediately submitted applications. (Yes, even my close business 
associates must apply!) 
 
Please be aware that not everyone is a fit. The majority of folks who apply will not be 
admitted to this program.  That doesn’t mean you don’t have ‘the stuff’ to be a great 
speaker, or that you’re not already a terrific presenter. 
 
It’s simply based on our criteria for assembling the best candidates for a group dynamic 
that will produce the highest results for each individual.  
 
To get started, apply here:  
 
 

 
 

 
Once you click the reply button, you’ll be taken to an application page.  
 
Fill it out completely.  We’ll get back to you within 24 hours. Why the quick response? 
Because we’re super serious about this training, who we select, and the results you’ll 
experience.  
 
I’m super excited to share with you the thousands of hours of stage and presentainer 
experience my team and I have acquired over the years.  
 
You’re getting the best of the best… 
 
High converting, results oriented public speaking and ‘selling from the stage’ strategies 
that have been tested and proven in a vast number of niches over and over again.  
 
Take your stage presence and presentation to heights you never dreamed possible.  
 



Apply Now and discover the power and mighty impact of your voice, your message, 
and your self.  
 
To your brilliant success,  
 
Dave VanHoose 
 
PS: Spots for this event will sell out. Remember, there are only 20 spaces available. So 
PLEASE click the ‘Apply Now’ button now for the opportunity to work and surround 
yourself with some of the best speakers, presenters, and trainers in the business.  
 
Once you apply, our team will evaluate the application and get back to you with an 
answer within 24 hours.  
 
 
 

 
 


